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About the firm
The Renewables Consulting Group is a specialized expert services firm, focused solely on the global renewable
energy industry.
Guiding Principles
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•

Founded in early 2015
in London and New York.

•

We support mainstream
and emerging energy
technologies serving the
organisations leading the
transition to a low carbon
economy.

•

60+ expert staff across
multiple global locations.

•

Unique value
proposition combining
strategy consulting with
technical advisory.

•

Our success is based on
building relationships
and delivering client
results.

CONFIDENTIAL

Clients First

Integrity & Confidentiality

Teamwork & Passion

• Put clients’ interests first.

• Trust is important to us.

• Committed to delivering the highest quality
support.

• Interacting honestly, ethically, safeguarding
clients’ confidential information.

• Operating as one team, built on shared
principles.

• Model professionalism in every assignment.

• Building productive relationships that endure.

• Harnessing our collective energy to deliver
outstanding work.

Respect & Diversity

Investing in the Future

Practical Approach to Excellence

• True innovation comes from people at every
level.

• We provide solutions needed for transition to
a low carbon future.

• Sleeves-rolled-up approach to getting the job
done.

• Wide range of backgrounds.

• We invest in growth and talent.

• We get to know our clients and the task.

• Treat everyone as worthy of our attention and
respect.

• Aim to create the next generation of experts.

• Our experts provide straightforward advice to
deliver the best solution.

• A passion to out-perform.
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Advisory services
RCG provides integrated market intelligence, management consulting and technical advisory services to unlock
competitive advantage for our clients throughout the project lifecycle.
Advisory Service
Strategy & Commercial Advisory

Project Development Advisory

Master-planning, strategic planning

Site identification and selection, GIS

Go-to-market analysis, business case analysis
Bid evaluation, bid support

Environment, consents and permits
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Levelised cost of energy

Transaction Advisory

Market Advisory
Data services, analytics, custom research

Management
Consulting
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Modelling and forecasting

Market
Intelligence

Technical
Advisory
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Risk, health and safety, compliance, quality
Leadership, stage-gate, project control
Innovation and technology readiness
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Lenders Technical Advisor
Investment and M&A technical support

Competitor analysis, supply chain analysis

Safety & Risk Advisory

Vendor’s / Acquisition due diligence
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Engineering & Technical Advisory
Construction, commissioning, decommissioning
Energy yield, asset optimisation
Independent / owners engineer
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RCG is part of ERM
RCG is now part of ERM, a leading global provider of environmental, health, safety, technical, social consulting
and sustainability-related services

RCG
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•

160+ offices

•

40+ countries

•

5,500+ staff

•

ERM is the largest global
pure-play sustainability
consultancy, partnering
with the world’s leading
organizations, creating
innovative solutions to
sustainability challenges
and unlocking commercial
opportunities.

ERM
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Floating Offshore Wind O&M overview
O&M objective: Keep turbines spinning

Minor Interventions

Major Interventions

Minor interventions for floating wind, such as:

Major interventions for floating wind, such as:

• Scheduled maintenance (undertaken throughout the year)

• Major components repairs and exchanges

• Minor corrective work

• Includes blades, main bearings, generators, and yaw and pitch
systems, involve complex and heavy lifting operations.

• Small consumables or components exchange

• Undertaken from standard CTVs, SOVs or helicopters; matching
current fixed-bottom offshore wind approaches

• Currently, for FBOW, these operations are done between platforms
both fixed to the seabed; between the JUV and fixed-bottom platform

Key challenges

Key challenges

• Platform relative motions for different vessel types during transfer

• The floating turbine platform and floating heavy lift vessel each move
with six degrees of freedom, these motions need to be compensated
or reduced by the crane vessel.

• Motion sickness for technicians working on floating platforms

• More subsea components to inspect and maintain compared to fixedbottom
• Effect of floating foundations on WTG component failure rates not yet
fully known

• Depending on the size of WTG, there is limited or no technology
available with the capability to perform this operation from a floating
vessel to a floating platform. Therefore, the current industry is to tow
floaters to port for major component repairs.
• Different floating wind concepts also have different requirements for
major interventions, effecting the O&M strategy
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O&M Strategies | Minor Interventions
O&M strategies for minor interventions in floating offshore wind are very similar to fixed-bottom offshore wind,
however research focussed on differences caused by a “dynamic” floating platform.
1
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Crew Transfer Vessel (CTV)

Service Operations Vessel (SOV)

Helicopter

• Suitable for up to ~30nm offshore

• Distance offshore limited by vessel reserves

• Typically work 12 hours offshore and return to
port at the end of the day (no accommodation
on board)

• Technicians stay offshore for ~1 - 2 weeks
(accommodation for technicians and crew)

• Transfers limited by wave motions between
CTV and floating platform (~Hs 1.5m) – the
relative motions is a key difference for floating
• Transits limited by comfort of passengers on
CTV from interaction with waves.

Image: Njord Offshore
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• Transfers limited by wave motions between
SOV gangway and floating platform (~Hs 2.5m)
– similarly, relative motions will affect transfer
• SOV remains in vicinity of wind farm so much
less transiting required

• Distance offshore limited by fuel capacity and
rescue cover
• Technicians transferred directly to nacelle
• Transfers limited by wind speed and wave
heights
• Potential for significant relative motions
between nacelle and helicopter

Image: Bibby

Image: Bond Aviation Group
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O&M Strategies | Major Interventions
O&M strategies for major interventions in floating offshore wind are a key challenge, no major interventions have
so far been executed.
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Offshore Heavy Lift

Tow to Port

Tow to Shelter

• 10 MW turbine will have hub height of greater
than 110m – potential for significant motions
between crane vessel and floating platform

• Floating platforms allows option to disconnect
and tow back to port

• Alternative option is to tow to a sheltered
temporary location to undertake O&M

• Challenging in addition due to the height of the
nacelle and reach required

• Benefit in undertaking lifts in a more sheltered
and controlled environment, and not requiring
expensive Jack-Up Vessels (JUV)

• Shelter reduces vessel motions and hence
increases the operational window

• Although there are O&G vessels available,
there are designed for capacity and not height

• However, potential bottlenecks of onshore ports
and facilities if servicing multiple large projects

• Dependent on water depths and available
shelter in the region of the projects, and still
requires disconnection operations

• “Plug and play” electrical and mechanical
disconnection options are still in development

Image: OWL Heavy Lift
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• Shallower waters could allow JUVs to be used

Image: Equinor

Image: Principle Power
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Future O&M Challenges
Moving from fixed-bottom and to larger commercial scale floating offshore wind, brings some challenges to be
considered
Some of the key O&M challenges
• WTGs getting larger: 15 MW+ WTGs, hub heights of circa 150m
• Lifting and handling of heavy and tall structures / components
• Deeper water tends to be further offshore
• Harsher weather conditions

• Longer distances to port
• Logistics of O&M
• Proving the solutions with a track record

Image: Saipem

• Bottlenecks with replacement of serial component exchanges
• Health and Safety considerations
• Dynamic operational environment
• Regulations from O&G and Offshore Wind not all fit for purpose
• Subsea assets to monitor and inspect
• Floating platforms, mooring lines, anchors and dynamic cables

Image: energy.gov
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Future O&M Opportunities and Innovations
Heavy maintenance vessels

Heavy Lift Vessel development

Vessels designed for floating wind requirements (not
O&G), such as:
• Cranes with sufficient height and reach
• Vessel stability or compensation mechanisms
• Example: OWL vessel concept
Supporting technologies / approaches:

Image: OWL Heavy Lift

• Dampening / compensating lifting tools

• Assembling WTGs on vessel to reduce lifts

Image: Seaqualize

Image: Heerema
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Future O&M Opportunities and Innovations
Heavy maintenance technologies

Alternative approaches to lifting

Innovation opportunities:
• Lowering components before transferring to the
transit vessel
• Lowering lift height reduces motions from pitch and
roll of floating platform

Image: Mammoet

Examples:
• Climbing cranes

• Craneless systems
• Hybrid crane / climbing systems

Image: AXTech
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Image: Mammoet
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Future O&M Opportunities and Innovations
Tow to Port technologies

Technologies supporting

Innovation opportunities:
• Array cable connection / disconnection
• Mooring line connectors and tensioning

• Onshore logistics
Image: Vryhof

Technologies:
• First Subsea Ballgrab
• Stevadjuster mooring tensioner

• Tugdock docking system

Image: Tugdock
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Image: First Subsea
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Contacts

RCG is a specialized expert services firm, focused solely
on the global renewable energy industry.
We deliver integrated market research, management consulting and technical
advisory for both mainstream and emerging energy technologies. Our
professionals come from a wide range of industry and consulting backgrounds,
providing us with unique perspective of our client’s business, and a fresh
approach to navigating the complex challenges they face. We serve our clients
across Europe, North America and Asia Pacific.

Contact Information:
Dan Kyle Spearman
Director, London
Mobile +44 7917 832 731
Dan.kylespearman@thinkrcg.com

For further information and latest insights visit:
www.thinkrcg.com
For a trial of our GRIP subscription visit:
https://grip.thinkrcg.com/
Regional Offices
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EMEA

Americas

Asia Pacific

London
2nd Floor Exchequer Court
33 St Mary Axe
London, EC3A 8AA
United Kingdom

New York
433 Broadway
New York
NY 10013
USA

Tokyo
822 Shin Kokusai Building
3-4-1 Marunouchi,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100-0005
Japan
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